In many biological systems, robustness is achieved by redundant wiring, and reflected by the presence of cycles in the graphs connecting the systems' components. When analyzing such graphs, cyclically robust cycle bases of are of interest since they can be used to generate all cycles of a given 2-connected graph by iteratively adding basis cycles. It is known that strictly fundamental (or Kirchhoff ) bases, i.e., those that can be derived from a spanning tree, are not necessarily cyclically robust. Here we note that, conversely, cyclically robust bases (even of planar graphs) are not necessarily fundamental. Furthermore, we present a class of cubic graphs for which cyclically robust bases can be explicitly constructed.
Introduction
Much insight into complex biological systems is gained by the study of the underlying networks that connect the systems' interacting substrates. Among other properties, the ubiquitous robustness of cells and organisms against noise and mutations is often reflected in the structure of these networks. For instance, in an extensive systematic study of signaling pathways, Wagner and Wright [14] recently found that alternative pathways between regulators and targets are the rule rather than the exception. These multiple paths between two vertices in the networks give rise to cycles in the interaction network. As larger and larger biological systems are mapped into networks, the need for efficient analysis tools, including cycle detectors, increases.
So-called "cycle-space algorithms" attempt to construct the set of all circuits of a graph from a cycle basis B by iteratively computing the symmetric difference of a circuit and a basis cycle, subsequently retaining the result if and only if it is again a circuit. A cycle basis is cyclically robust if this approach is successful (see [4, 8] , or the discussion in Section 4 below, for a more 'rigorous' definition of this concept). Cyclically robust bases are therefore of interest as a computational tool in network analysis. Unfortunately, however, very little is known about their structural properties beyond a few special graph classes: As shown in [4] , the boundaries of the faces of an embedded planar graph form a cyclically robust cycle basis. Corresponding cycle-space algorithms are given in [13, 4] . Furthermore, complete graphs and complete bipartite graphs have cyclically robust bases that are easy to construct explicitly [8] . On the other hand, there is at present no efficient algorithm to construct, for just any given graph as an input graph, a corresponding cyclically robust cycle basis. Indeed, it is still unknown whether cyclically robust bases always exist. In [10] , this problem is at least partially circumvented by employing larger generating sets instead of cycle bases.
As a first step towards a better understanding of the structure of cyclically robust bases, we study here their relationships with other classes of cycle bases that have been explored in much more detail in the past [6, 11] . In particular, we consider fundamental bases (which are related to ear decompositions, cf. [16] ) and strictly fundamental or Kirchhoff bases (which can be obtained from spanning trees, cf. [9] ). In [12, 4] , it was shown that Kirchhoff bases and, hence, fundamental bases are not necessarily cyclically robust. Here, we first deal with the converse question: Is a cyclically robust basis always fundamental? and show, by systematically studying non-fundamental bases of graphs with small cyclomatic number, that the answer to this question is, in general, also negative.
In addition, we treat a class of non-planar cubic graphs. We show that each member of this infinite set of graphs has a fundamental and cyclically robust cycle basis. In the last section, we summarize all what appears to be known about the (lack of) mutual relationship between the various classes of cycle bases in form of a simple diagram, cf. Figure 5. 2 Cycles, Circuits, and Cycle Bases Throughout this contribution, let G = (V, E) be a finite undirected simple 2-connected graph. A (generalized) cycle in G is an Eulerian subgraph of G, i.e., a subgraph of G in which the degree of every vertex is even. A connected Eulerian subgraph in which every vertex has degree 2 will be called an elementary cycle or a circuit. In the following, we will identify a subset E ′ ⊆ E of edges of G with the subgraph G(E ′ ) := ( E ′ , E ′ ) of G that it defines. In particular, we identify cycles with their edge sets. The symmetric difference of two edge sets E ′ and E ′′ will be denoted by E ′ ⊕E ′′ , i.e., we put
The power set P(E) can be regarded as a vector space over GF(2) = {0, 1} with vector addition ⊕ and the trivial multiplication operator 1
The cycle space C(G) is the subspace of (P(E), ⊕, ·) that consists of the cycles of G (including the "empty cycle" ∅), see e.g. [2] . As every 2-connected graph G is connected, the dimension dim GF(2) C(G) of its cycle space coincides with its cyclomatic number µ(G) := |E| − |V | + 1 [5] .
A basis B of C(G) that consists of circuits, only, is a cycle basis of G. For every cycle C, there is a unique subset B C ⊆ B of circuits in B such that
It is well known and easy to see that the collection of cycles formed by the (boundaries of the) faces of an embedded planar graph G is a cycle basis of G. Any such cycle basis is called a planar cycle basis of G. Further, a cycle basis B is called fundamental [7, 16] if there exists a linear order " B " defined on B such that no circuit C ∈ B is contained in the union over all circuits C ′ ∈ B that are properly smaller than C relative to B , i.e.,
Given (the set of edges of) a spanning tree T of G and an edge e ∈ E \ T , there is unique circuit cyc(T, e) in T ∪ {e}. The set B T := {cyc(T, e)|e ∈ E \ T } is a cycle basis [9] , and every cycle basis of this form is called a strictly fundamental cycle basis. Alternatively, the strictly fundamental cycle bases can be characterized as follows [12] :
A cycle basis B is strictly fundamental if and only if
holds for all C ∈ B.
Equivalently, B is strictly fundamental if and only if
holds, for all C ∈ B, for every linear order "≺ B " of B [6] .
3 Graphs of Small Cyclomatic Number
Graphs of Cyclomatic Number 2
A 2-connected graph G = (V, E) of cyclomatic number 2 consists of two distinct vertices connected by three paths. This follows from the fact that a 2-connected graph G with µ(G) = 2 has an "open ear decomposition", i.e., G consists of a cycle and a path attached to two disjoint vertices of that cycle [15] . The cycle space of G, thus, consists of the empty cycle and exactly 3 circuits, any two of which may be chosen to form the boundaries of the two faces of a planar embedding while the third one is formed by its circumference.
Further, a subgraph T of G is a spanning tree if and only if (i) it contains all edges of G but two and (ii) the two missing edges are contained in two distinct of the three paths constituting G. Thus, the circuit cyc(T, e) obtained from T by adding one of those two missing edges e coincides exactly with the unique circuit of G not containing the other missing edge. Thus, every basis of a 2-connected graph of cyclomatic number 2 is strictly fundamental as well as planar and, hence (cf. [4] ), cyclically robust.
Note also that, given two circuits C 1 and C 2 in an arbitrary graph G, their union C 1 ∪ C 2 is a 2-connected graph of cyclomatic number 2 if and only if their intersection C 1 ∩ C 2 is a (non-empty) path and that, in this case, their sum C 1 ⊕C 2 is also a circuit while, in contrast, the assumption that C 1 ⊕C 2 is a circuit does not imply that C 1 ∩C 2 is a path (see Fig. 1 for a counter-example).
Graphs of Cyclomatic Number 3
Lemma 1 Every cycle basis B of a graph G of cyclomatic number µ(G) ≤ 3 is fundamental.
Proof. As C \ C ′ = ∅ holds for any two distinct circuits C, C ′ of G, there is nothing to show in case µ ≤ 2. Now, assuming that µ(G) = #B = 3 holds, it suffices to show that there is an edge e that is covered by only one of the three cycles of B. Otherwise, however, every edge must be covered at least twice implying that, at least, one edge e = {u, w} is covered thrice: If every edge were covered exactly twice, the sum of all cycles were 0, contradicting linear independence. Yet, continuing the 3 circuits in B running through e in one direction, say from u to w to . . . , there must -sooner or later -come a last vertex v that is contained in all three circuits after which at least one of the three circuits diverges from the other two. Consequently, the next edge covered by this circuit is necessarily covered by only one of the three circuits in B.
Graphs of Cyclomatic Number 4
Apparently, the argument above shows that any three linearly independent circuits of a graph G as above can be indexed as C 1 , C 2 , C 3 so that C 2 − C 1 = ∅ and C 3 − (C 1 ∪ C 2 ) = ∅ holds. Moreover, extending the above argument to graphs of cyclomatic number 4 yields that there exists, up to isomorphism, a unique smallest graph G = G = (V, E) of cyclomatic number 4 for which a non-fundamental cycle basis B exists, viz., the four-wheel, that is, the graph W 4 with the 5-point vertex set V (4) := { * , 1, 2, 3, 4} and edge set
Its -also unique -cycle basis B (4) that covers every edge at least twice is the cycle basis B (4) := {C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 } where C i is defined, for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, by C i := {{ * , i}, {i, i + 1}, {i + 1, i + 2}, {i + 2, i + 3}, {i + 3, * }} (with sums computed modulo 4).
Cyclically Robust Cycle Bases
We basically follow the notation introduced in [8] . A sequence (C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C k ) of circuits is defined to be cyclically well-arranged if each partial sum
is a circuit for all j ≤ k, and it is defined to be strictly well-arranged if
is a path. Apparently, strictly well-arranged cycle sequences are also cyclically well-arranged while the converse is not true (cf. [8] or Section 3.1 and Fig 1) .
A cycle basis B is called cyclically (or, respectively, strictly) robust if, for every circuit C, the corresponding set B C can be cyclically (strictly) well-arranged.
Note that, associating to a cycle basis B the directed graph Γ B whose vertex set is the collection P B of subsets B ′ of B that are of the form B C for a cycle C ⊆ E that is either the empty cycle or a circuit (or, equivalently, the collection of subsets B ′ of B for which B ′ := C ′ ∈B ′ C ′ is either the empty cycle or a circuit) while its edge set E B consists of all (ordered) pairs (B ′ , B ′′ ) of subsets of B in P B for which B ′′ = B ′ ∪ {C ′′ } holds for some circuit C ′′ ∈ B − B ′ , the cycle basis B is cyclically robust if and only if this graph is 'connected relative to ∅', i.e., there exists a directed path from its vertex ∅.
So, to explicitly check whether a given cycle basis B is cyclically robust, one just needs to compute all the subsets of B that are of the form B C for a circuit C ⊆ E.
A similar criterion apparently also holds for strictly robust cycle bases: One just needs to replace E B by its subset E ′ B consisting of all pairs (B ′ , B ′′ ) in E B for which B ′′ = B ′ ∪ {C ′′ } holds for some circuit C ′′ ∈ B − B ′ for which, in addition, the intersection C ′′ ∩ ⊕B ′ is a path.
Dixon and Goodman [3] conjectured that every strictly fundamental cycle basis is cyclically robust. A counter example, however, was given in [12] . Later, it was shown that, as mentioned already in the introduction, any planar cycle basis is cyclically [4] (and even strictly [8] ) robust.
In [8] , a cyclically robust basis of K 4 is given that is not strictly robust. The same holds for the unique non-fundamental cycle basis B (4) of the four-wheel W 4 discussed above: Indeed, in addition to the four circuits {C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 } in B (4) , there are -with i running from 1 to 4 and addition taken modulo 4 -four circuits of the form C (i,i+2) := {i, i + 1}, {i + 1, i + 2}, {i + 2, * }, { * , i} , four circuits of the form C (i,i+1) := {i, i + 1}, {i + 1, * }, { * , i} , and the fully symmetric circuit C := {1, 2}, {2, 3}, {3, 4}, {4, 1} as well as the empty cycle and the two non-elementary cycles C (1,2) ∪ C (3, 4) and C (2,3) ∪ C (4, 1) . Thus, the identities
is cyclically robust. Moreover, the fact that C 1 ⊕ C 2 is a circuit, but C 1 ∩ C 2 is not a circuit, implies that B (4) is not strictly robust.
And yet another example of a graph with a cyclically robust cycle basis of G that is neither fundamental nor strictly robust is given in Figure 1 below:
We conjecture that even strictly robust cycle bases are not necessarily fundamental. Figure 2 below demonstrates the weaker claim that robust cycle bases are not necessarily strictly fundamental.
This example shows, furthermore, that non-Kirchhoff bases exists already for µ(G) = 3.
is not a path Fig. 1 . B = {C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 } is a cycle basis of G that is cyclically robust, but neither fundamental nor strictly robust: As G is planar and has 4 bounded faces, we have µ(G) = 4. The circuits in B span the remaining 10 circuits of G as well as the single cycle C 3 ⊕ C 4 that is not a circuit. The figure displays the graph Γ B extended by a vertex representing the cycle C 3 ⊕ C 4 . Each vertex is represented by the cycle that defines it. And a sufficiently large collection of edges is labeled by the basis circuits that are to be added to go from one vertex to the next one. We see that B is cyclically robust. Further, the top-right-most panel shows that the four basis cycles cover each edge of G at least twice. So, it cannot be fundamental.
It is easy to construct 2-connected graphs with cycle bases that are neither robust nor fundamental. and (strictly) fundamental are essentially unrelated concepts. These examples are compiled in Fig. 3 to make this contribution more self-contained.
Remark 1 Note that, originally, "strictly well-arranged cycle sequences" were just called "well-arranged cycle sequences" and "strictly robust cycle bases" just "robust cycle bases" having the unfortunate consequence that the more restrictive notions sounded like being less restrictive. For that reason, we prefer the new nomenclature proposed above.
A class of 3-regular graphs
Recall that a cycle C is elementary if and only if (1) C is connected and (2) all vertices of C have degree 2. For graphs whose degree is bounded by 3, the second condition is fulfilled for any generalized cycle: With degrees being even and bounded by 3, all vertices involved in C must have degree 2.
Here, we consider a particular class of Hamiltonian 3-regular graphs constructed as follows. For m ≥ 3 , let G m denote the graph with the vertex set V m = {1, 2, 3, . . . , 2m} whose edge set E m is the union of a Hamiltonian cycle and chords connecting "opposite" vertices: Note that G 3 is the complete bipartite graph on 3 + 3 vertices. For m > 3, K 3,3 is therefore a minor of G m . Hence, G m is non-planar for all even n ≥ 6. Clearly, G m is neither a complete graph nor a complete bipartite graph for
(c) Fig. 3 . Counter-examples discussed in Kainen's paper [8] .
(a) The basis B = {T 1 , Q 1 , Q 2 } of K 4 is cyclically robust but not strictly robust:
The four cycles that are not elements of the basis are obtained
. Hence B is cyclically robust. However, Q 1 ∩ Q 2 is not a path.
(b) Ostrowski's example. The path P 5 is a spanning tree of K 5 . The corresponding basis B is formed by the three triangles, the two quadrangles, and the pentagon shown in the upper row. The "inner" pentagon Z is the sum of the three triangles and the two pentagons. The last cycle of its cycle sequence is either a triangle or a quadrangle. Because of symmetry, all three triangles and both quadrangles must be added to graph that are isomorphic to the two cases shown in the lower row. The ⊕-sum of the first four basis cycles, is not an elementary cycle but an edge-disjoint union of cycles in both cases. Thus B Z cannot be cyclically well-arranged. (c) In Vogt's example, the graph G is formed by a six-cycle with an inscribed triangle I. The cycle basis B containing I and the three quadrangles is fundamental: Each quadrangle contains two edges that are not in any of the other basis cycles. A spanning tree T generating B would have to contain exactly two edges from the inner triangle and at least one edge of each outer node of degree two. But then T would generate outer triangles, which do not belong to B. Hence B is not strictly fundamental. The outer six-cycle is the sum of the three quadrangles but the sum of any two quadrangles is not elementary which shows that B is not cyclically robust. any n ≥ 6. Thus G m , n > 6 does not belong to the classes of graphs for which cyclically robust cycle bases have been shown to exist. In the remainder of this section we show that G m has a cyclically robust cycle basis for all even m ≥ 3.
By (x → z) we denote a path in R m between end-vertices x and z. If x < z the path (x → z) passes through all vertices y with x < y < z. If x > z the path (x → z) passes through all vertices y with x < y or y < z. Proof. Let r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , . . . , r 2d be the pairwise distinct end vertices of the edges in C ∩ D m in ascending order, r 1 < r 2 < . . . r 2d , where {r i , r d+i } is an edge in D m for 1 ≤ i ≤ d. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ 2d, the degree of r i is 2 implying that r i is an end-vertex of a path in C ∩ R m connecting r i with either r i+1 or r i−1 (indices computed modulo 2m). Without loss of generality (after cyclically relabeling the vertices), C contains paths (r 1 → r 2 ), (r 3 → r 4 ), . . . , (r 2d−1 → r 2d ). In particular, if d ≥ 3 is even, C contains the paths (r 1 → r 2 ) and (r d+1 → r d+2 ) and the edges {r 1 , r d+1 }, {r 2 , r d+2 } that form a circuit. The paths (r 3 → r 4 ) and (r d+3 → r d+4 ) and the edges {r 3 , r d+3 }, {r 4 , r d+4 } are also contained in C and form another circuit. Having at least two disjoint circuits as subsets, C itself is not elementary. For the case of odd d, consider a walk along the cycle C: (r 1 → r 2 ), {r 2 , r d+2 }, (r d+2 → r d+3 ), {r d+3 , r 3 }, (r 3 → r 4 ), {r 4 , r d+4 }, (r d+4 → r d+5 ), {r d+5 , r 5 }, . . . , (r d → r d+1 ), {r d+1 , r 1 }. The walk starts and ends in r 1 and covers the whole cycle C. Being a closed path, C is elementary.
Define 
is odd by Lemma 2 using that C is elementary. For all j ≥ 2, the difference d j − d j−1 is either 0 or 2, so d j is odd for all j ≥ 1. With Lemma 2 we find that Q j is elementary for j ≥ 1. Also Q 0 , being either empty or one of the basis cycles in B m , is elementary. Each partial sum Q i of the sum-sequence generating C is a circuit.
We finally conjecture that Hamilton graphs with vertex degree bounded by 3 have a cyclically robust cycle basis.
Concluding Remarks
In Fig. 5 we summarize the (lack of) mutual relationship between (strictly) fundamental and (strictly) robust cycle bases. Some of the counter-examples are sketched in Fig. 3 . B n is the basis of K n consisting of all triangles that contain vertex 1. Clearly B n is strictly fundamental, deriving from the star with central vertex 1, and robust as shown in [8] . Planar bases are robust and fundamental. Note that neither B n , n > 4 nor the basis in Fig. 2 are planar bases. Bases that are neither fundamental nor cyclically robust are discussed at the end of section 4. Three counter examples, Kainen's basis of K 4 , Ostrowski's basis of K 5 , and Vogt's example on C 6 ∩ C 3 are taken from [8] , sketched in Fig. 3 . Additional examples of strictly fundamental bases that are not cyclically robust can be found in [4, 1] . We conjecture that examples also exist for the two combinations marked by "?".
As discussed in the introductory section, cyclically robust bases are of utmost practical value for network analysis because they can be used to design computationally efficient and accurate Monte Carlo sampling procedures for analysing the cycle distribution in large networks. We have shown here that cyclic robustness is unrelated to (strictly) fundamental bases. Therefore, classical graph-theoretic constructions based on spanning trees or ear decompositions can at best help us to find subclasses of robust bases. We gave here an example of a special class of cubic graphs where such an approach is successful and cyclically robust fundamental bases can be constructed.
We remark, finally, that the notions of (strictly) fundamental bases are of interest in the context of matroid theory in general. It is not clear, however, whether (cyclic) robustness also has a counterpart in this much more general setting, since the present definition of the latter concepts explicitly makes use of graph-theoretic concepts such as that of a "path".
